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TV Yapp coming soon to iOS - Talk about TV
Published on 05/23/17
Hirshmania! LLC today is proud to announce the up-and-coming release of TV Yapp, their new
social network/chat app developed exclusively for iOS. TV Yapp was developed specifically
for people who love talking about TV but hate spoilers. You can easily track the shows you
and your friends are watching and the episodes seen. Users will also be able to create
chat groups by inviting friends who have seen the episode they wish to discuss.
Plainview, New York - Hirshmania! LLC today is proud to announce the up-and-coming release
of TV Yapp(TM), their new social network/chat app developed exclusively for iOS. TV Yapp
was developed specifically for people who love talking about TV but hate spoilers.
* Track the shows you and your friends are watching and the episodes seen.
* Create chat groups by inviting friends who have seen the episode you wish to discuss.
* Include friends who are watching the show but are behind you. They won't receive any
messages until they catch up. Once they do, they can join the discussion and not miss out
on what was already said.
* Keep the same group together and discuss the next episode with a push of a button. No
need to wait for others to watch or worry about spoiling anything. Just spill your
thoughts and your friends will only see them when they're ready.
* Search for people nearby who watch the same shows you do. Maybe meet that special
someone who's down to re-watch all 121 episodes of Lost with you.
To learn more, please visit TV Yapp's official website. You may sign up to be alerted when
the app is released. In the meantime, you will receive a special Game of Thrones season 7
preview by stand-up comic and Game of Thrones super-fan Zachary Schiff.
TV Yapp:
http://www.tvyapp.com/

Based in Long Island, New York, Hirshmania! LLC is a mobile app development company that
is currently focused on creating simple, unique, and fun games. All Material and Software
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